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Model 10900-S 
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Standard Mobile Cassette Holder (Model 10900-S recommended for film and CR 

cassettes) 

These are the standard features of all our new style mobile unit: 

 Vertical range from bottom of image receptor of floor to 54" 

 A positive lock height adjustable arm with spring loaded pin 

 Chromed steel 60" post 

 24" wide "H" shaped base with locking casters.  This wide stance helps prevent 
tipping. 

 Platinum baked enamel finish which provides an easy to clean base that is perfect 
for OR settings. 

 Bilateral clamp to safely secure imaging receptors in the cassette holder.  The holder 
has a 1.25" deep channel to accept grids and caps.  

 
Detail of bilateral clamp 

and low reach of cassette 
holder. 

 
Model 10900-DR  

 

Mobile Cassette Holder for DR Cassettes (Model 10900-DR) 

This model is specially designed for DR cassettes and can be used for CR cassettes, as 
well.  It will hold up to a 20.5" wide DR/CR receptor.  It is meant to be used in a fixed 
position only.  It is non-articulating. 

Additionally, our “DR” model has all the features of the standard mobile cassette holder. 

 
Model 10900-E 

 
Tilt back 

 

Mobile Cassette Holder With Extended Arm (Model 10900-E) 

This model is based on the standard unit and has all the same features. 

In addition, our extension arm tilts and rotates and extends image receptors 11" to 23" 
from the vertical post. 

 
Rotate to side 

 
Model 10900-L 

 

 

Mobile Cassette Holder for 14”x36” and 14”x51” Cassettes (Model 10900-L) 

This model is specially designed for the longer cassettes.   

It has all the general features of our standard unit but because it is designed for the 
larger, heavier cassettes it is designed to hold the cassettes in a fixed position.  It is non-
articulating. 

 Cross Table Cassette Holder 
(Model 10920) 
 
Securely holds plate/cassette in a stable 
upright position. Holds up to 14” x 17” 
cassettes. Accepts Grid Cassettes and 
CR-Plates. Upper channel includes a  
Rotating R and L Marker. 7 lbs. 

 


